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433 1/2/2004 CSXT CTC 071502 Relay North End of Indiantown, Indiantown, FL N

At 1430 hours on January 2, 2004, train crew report on O71502 while operating southbound on signal main track into signal siding over reverse switch, 
observed and reported a MEDIUM APPROACH (Red over Yellow) into the siding with a set of cars setting in siding.  The signals were removed from service at 
1645 hours and a team was dispatched to the site to investigate this event.  Investigation revealed that the RBCTPR relay, a Track Coding Relay, had bridge 
contacts, allowing the Code Following Relay (RBTR) to be energized.  Further investigation revealed that the RBCTPR relay contacts were allowed to become 
bridged from the constant shunting of the track from the train cars left in the signaled siding for a long period of time.  The constant coding at a high current 
value caused the contacts to become pitted and bridged.  The cars were stored in the siding three weeks prior to the incident.

The RBCTPR relay was replaced and a circuit design to open the negative coil path through the RBCTPR relay coding contact.  Signals were restored to service 
at 1400 hours on 1/9/04.

435 1/7/2004 UP CTC UP 5012 None Pedley, CA N

On January 07, 2004, at 06:27 PST in Pedley, CA on the Los Angeles Subdivision, westbound ETULA 06, on track 2 at MP 48.80, reported the 2-west signal at 
C049 was Yellow over Green, with the next westbound signal C047 CLEAR for movement into the pass track.

An investigation revealed a design error that allowed the bottom head at westbound signal C049 to be Green with the switch at C047 lined for the pass track.

The design error was corrected, and all applicable tests were performed.

436 1/8/2004 UP CTC UP 2016 None Grosse Tete, LA N

On January 08, 2004 at 13:05 CST, in Grosse Tete, LA on the Livonia Subdivision, northbound LLL08 08, at MP 101.40 on the main line, was lined for the siding, 
and reported a Red over Yellow northbound absolute signal at L101 with the siding occupied.

An investigation revealed the H circuit was bridged not letting the G relay drop out.

The bridge was removed, and all applicable tests were performed.
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431 1/14/2004 NS CTC NS 5578 None Bryan, Ohio N

On 1/14/04 at approximately 10:30 a.m. train B41, engine only, moving east on track 2, observed 2E signal change from Red (STOP) to Green for approximately 
6 seconds then back to Red (STOP) while train B40, engine only, was in the block ahead.  Office diagnostics revealed that train B40 lost shunt several times 
during his movement.  Train B41 did not proceed on the Green aspect.  All track circuits between CP 340 and intermediate signal at MP CD335.9 were tested 
with a .06 ohm shunt with no exceptions.  Due to rain, no evidence of contamination was found.  The prior movement to this incident was an empty grain train 
(bean meal).  As a precaution an order for light engine to operate by absolute block has been placed in these limits.

721 1/15/2004 CN CTC HT Switch 40.08 NWP N. Mundelein, IL N

At 11:30AM on 01-15-04 a defect was found in the signal system a N. Mundelein, IL on the Waukesha Sub.  The South Dispatcher [redacted] train to hand 
operate the hand throw switch at MP 40.08 (near Maple St.) on the #1 main.  When train operated HT switch Dispatcher noticed a track light on the #2 main.  
Signal Dept. was notified and HT switch was spiked and 20 MPH HER was applied.

After investigation it was discovered that the 40.08 NWP was wired into wrong MicroTrax unit at N. Mundelein/  40.08 NWP switch is on the #1 main, however, 
it was wired into the #2 coded track unit in error.  This 40.08 NWP should have been moved from the #2 unit to the #1 unit during the 11-09-03 cutover, when 
the N. Mundelein's power turnout was converted from a RH to LH turnout.

Corrective Action:

1.  The NWP was wired into the correct track and tested on 1-15-04.  All other HT switches in cutover area were also tested.  40.08 was then returned to 
service.

2.  The CN is currently reviewing its testing procedures to prevent any future incidents.

434 1/19/2004 CSXT CTC P05218 Design Error West AY, Richmond, VA N

At 06:57 on January 19, 2004, P05218 reported the northbound intermediate to West AY was showing CLEAR (Green) with a diverging route lined from #1 to 
#2 track at West AY.  The signal at West AY was displaying a SLOW CLEAR (Red/Red/Green).  The signals were removed from service and signal personnel 
were dispatched.  Upon arrival at the location, signal personnel were able to duplicate the reported condition during testing.  Initial investigation revealed a 
design error which allowed the Electrocode unit at West AY to send code to the intermediate signal (26W) allowing a more favorable signal to be displayed at 
the intermediate with the diverging route lined up.  The proper signal aspect at the intermediate should have been APPROACH (Yellow).  The design error was 
verified by office personnel.  The circuit was redesigned and field personnel made the necessary changes.  The signals were checked and returned to service.
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432 1/22/2004 NS Remote CSX 3560 18L Signal Unit Ironville Interlocking, Toledo, OH N

On January 22, 2004 at 11:30 a.m., CSX train Y121 was shoving south and passed STOP signal 18L at Ironville Interlocking in Toledo, Ohio.  CSX train crew 
was Engineer and Conductor.  Conductor was on the caboose on the rear of train Y121.  As they approached the 18L signal from seven car lengths they 
observed the signal display an APPROACH aspect, Yellow over Red.  This signal was not requested by the Dearborn dispatcher nor requested in the field as 
verified by signal personnel at the site.  In addition, the block ahead was occupied by signal construction forces working under Track and Time 23A authority.  
When train Y121 passed the signal the conductor was contacted by the signal personnel.  The train was stopped two car lengths beyond the signal.  Weather 
was clear, sunny, about 15 degrees with snow covered ground.

A reenactment of the incident indicated the signal was Red over Red (STOP) when viewed from 100 yards to the signal.  Beyond this distance the top aspect 
of the signal appeared Yellow.  The Yellow aspect improved at higher viewing angles.

The 18L signal is a 2 unit ground signal with 2 US&S searchlight mechanisms on the top unit.  The lamp voltage was found to be low at 6.6 volts AC.  The outer 
lens of the signal unit had been damaged by outside parties.  The last inspection at this location was on November 25, 2003.  The H-2 signal mechanism was 
last inspected on October 25, 2003.  The voltage was raised for all the signals and the searchlight housing and operating unit was changed out to prevent a 
recurrence.

430 1/24/2004 BNSF P-LACCHF1-23C 2E Signal Perea, NM

722 1/24/2004 INOX Automatic 40024 Southbound DN22 B Relay A21HDPR Quincy, Ohio N

On 01/24/04, Indiana & Ohio Railroad train 40024 Southbound reported a CLEAR aspect displayed on the southbound distant signal to the Quincy Interlocking.  
After proceeding by the CLEAR signal at Milepost 162.8, train 40024 approached the home signal, Milepost 164.1, and encountered a STOP aspect displayed on 
the southbound home signal with a conflicting CSX train proceeding through the interlocking.  Train 40024 was able to stop in approach of the home signal.  
Train 40024 advised the INOH dispatcher of the improper aspect displayed on the distant signal.  At this point, both distant signals were taken out of service, 
the southbound being at milepost 162.8 and the northbound being at milepost 166.2 with all train movements being made prepared to stop at the Quincy 
Interlocking home signals.  Notification was made to their independent signal contractor, Railroad Controls Limited (RCL).  RCL then dispatched a signal 
maintainer and two managers to the scene.  It was determined that 3 days prior to this incident a biased relay, the A21HDPR, had been replaced at the 
southbound home signal, milepost 164.1 and replaced with a neutral relay.  The coil wires were removed from the A21HDPR to ensure that the signal in 
question remained at APPROACH.  INOH then notified the Rail America Director of Signals & Communications who then directed that all signal cases be secured 
by a railroad official until the incident could be confirmed.  On 01-26-04 RCL and Director of Signals & Communications recreated the incident, and verified the 
improper relay was the cause of the signal failure.  On 01-27-04, RCL completed testing of all relays and cable, completed operational testing, and then returned 
the signal system back to regular operation at 16:53.  At this time, the signal system was operating as intended.

Attached are the circuit plans pertinent to this incident.  Note the A21HDPR on sheet 12 of 21.  Walter Fithian, Rail America Director Signals can be contacted at 
561-245-1506 if additional information is required.
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202 1/26/2004 UP AB UP 2319 None Columbus, NE N

On January 26, 1998, at 10:30 CST, on the Council Bluffs Subdivision at Columbus, NE, eastbound LNF10/26, in the siding, observed the eastbound siding 
leaving signal A848 and the eastbound main signal 846 display Green aspects with track circuit west of eastbound signal 846 occupied.

An investigation revealed the track circuit west of eastbound signal 846 was left out of the control of the eastbound siding leaving signal A848.

The signal system was restored to proper operation, and all applicable tests were performed.

723 2/24/2004 AMTK Remote Signal 64L Valley Interlocking, Philadelphia, PA N

On Tuesday, February 24, 2004, FRA Specialist [readcted] and Amtrak Signal Department personnel inspected Valley Interlocking signal 64L after receiving a 
report of a signal abnormality.  This report indicated that 64L signal on number one (1) track was displaying a SLOW CLEAR signal aspect up to signal 52L at 
STOP.  Amtrak Signal Department personnel in the presence of [redacted] were able to reproduce and verify the report.  Signal 64L lighting cable wires 64L2SL 
and 64LSL were terminated incorrectly inside the low home signal.  Inspection also found that the 64LS2L wire was not tagged inside the signal.  Signal 
personnel corrected the wiring, meggered (tested) the cable, field tested signal relays, and made a full operational check of affected circuits.  Signal system 
was left working as intended.  Further investigation found that the last time the cable was tested was August 16, 1995.  The employees who last tested the 
cable were interviewed, and claimed that they removed the light bulbs to facilitate testing the lighting cable, and did not remove any cable conductors.  The test 
record that they signed was incomplete in that the 3rd conductor nomenclature was missing.  The employees will be counseled for submitting incomplete test 
record information.  Investigation cannot determine when the cable wires were incorrectly terminated.  This false proceed incident will be reviewed with all 
C&S employees, and AMT-23 Rule 202, and AMT-27 Rule 23 will be re-enforced with all employees.  These rules address safe procedures for returning vital 
signal circuits to service after any disarrangement of working circuits.

724 3/3/2004 CN Manual WC 3012 Interface Circuit w. METRA Forest Park, IL N

On March 3, 2004 at approximately 1515 hours, L50191-03, northbound on single track out of Forest Park (Junction 11) off #2 Main Track reported a CLEAR 
signal at the approach (CM013.9), then a Red signal at B-12 while E24961-02 was coming off the IHB connection and occupying B-12.

Upon arrival of Signal Supervisor, Testman and Maintainer, download of ElectroCode 4H was obtained and confirmed indications as reported.  Check for 
grounds proved negative.  False proceed was reproduced under reported conditions.  Circuit plans were reviewed and a defect was found in the Code 4 
reference in the ElectroCode 4H.  This defect allowed Code 4 to be added to Code 2 already present when the IHB is lined for the WC Main through a contact of 
the 10LDPPR, sending a Code 7 to the approach signal.  To correct this situation, a front contact of the 10LAHPPR was added to the W-C4 reference.

After changes were made to the wiring, all signals involved were tested for proper operation and the approach signal was returned to service.
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725 3/20/2004 NJTR Remote LRV 3508 1AT (1 ANTR) Track Circuit CP 175, Burlington, NJ N

Train #247 (equipment: LRV #3508) was tripped by the 2N-2 train stop while heading south through CP175 interlocking.  The VHLC download revealed the train 
was tripped because track circuit 1AT picked up while the train was occupying the circuit.  The circuit picked up for a duration 8 seconds (1 second over the 
loss of shunt timer) due to poor shunting.  At no time was there a more favorable aspect displayed than STOP.

Immediate action was taken in the form of lowering the track circuit relay current from 230 milliamps to 190 milliamps.  A recorder was setup to monitor shunting 
and additional rail scrubbing has been scheduled for this area.

726 3/27/2004 CN CTC Unk N/A Crenshaw, MS N

At approximately 1730 crew of southbound train G8869125 reported an alleged false proceed at signal 44.1 on the Yazoo Subdivision.  This signal is the 
approach signal for southward movement to North Crenshaw control point located at MP 46.8.  This is ATC territory, authorized speed 79 mph for passenger, 
60 mph for freight trains.

Train crew advised they had received a Green over Red (CLEAR) indication for their movement and observed a Red over Yellow (DIVERGING APPROACH) at 
the North Crenshaw absolute signal, MP 46.8, for southward movement to the siding track.  Upon arrival at the location, the Signal Inspector, Signal Supervisor 
and Manager S&C observed signal 44.1 to be displaying a Yellow over Red indication.  The dispatcher was contacted, who advised the southbound absolute 
signal 46.8 was at STOP.  Through coordination with the dispatcher, the investigative team operated the control point through all possible scenarios.  In all 
cases, proper indications and code inputs were observed.  All circuits at the location were then tested for grounds with an external battery source and were 
found to be free of grounds.  ElectroLogic unit at the control point was then downloaded.  This download indicated that as train G8869125 passed signal 44.1 
with the switch at North Crenshaw in the reverse position, signal 44.1 was displaying a Yellow over Green (APPROACH DIVERGING) indication with absolute 
signal 46.8 displaying a Red over Yellow.

The investigation revealed no facts which would substantiate that the signal system was not operating as intended at the time of the alleged incident.

727 5/3/2004 AMTK CP 226 Michigan City, MI N

On May 3, 2004 the Engineman operating train number 351 westbound reported to the train dispatcher that signal 224W was displaying a CLEAR signal aspect 
up against a STOP signal at CP-226 in Michigan City.  Signal Department personnel dispatched to investigate this report were able to verify and reproduce the 
false proceed signal aspect observed by train number 351 at the intermediate signal 224W.  An improperly wired GRS SA-1 signal mechanism at CP-226 
allowed the 2RRGPR (Red Mechanism Repeater) and the 2RAHDGPR (Yellow/Green Repeater) to become energized at the same time.  This resulted in track 
circuit Code-4 being transmitted from CP-226 to 224W signal location.  This caused the 224W to display a CLEAR signal aspect into CP-226 STOP signal.  The 
improperly wired GRS SA-1 signal mechanism located at CP-226 was corrected, and is now wired according to the signal circuit plans.  Signal aspect tests 
were completed, and the signal system is now functioning as intended.  It is not known how this error in wiring occurred.  This CP has not been modified since 
its cutover around 1979.  Checking the internal wiring of a signal mechanism is not a normal field activity unless there is a problem, and there is no reason to 
believe that circuits had been modified by field forces for any reason.  As a precautionary measure signal department personnel will conduct tests at all 
locations on the Michigan Line to ensure that this type of incident doesn't occur in the future.

No. of Reports Shown in this Listing: 15
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